YMCA Michigan Youth in Government
2021-2022 Youth Governor
I knew from my first conference at Youth and
Government that I wanted to be in leadership. My sixth grade
year I was given a committee chair position, even though I
hardly knew parli pro. With the help of the staff and delegates
around me, I quickly picked up on the lingo and immediately
began creating connections and making new friends. The next
year I ran for, and won a Speaker of the House position. I
loved the feeling of sitting in the chair and presiding over
collaborative debate amongst my fellow delegates, and I met
so many new people that I continue to be in touch with. Over
the next three years, I held many more leadership positions
and still have relationships with delegates from all over that
State of Michigan. This is what I love most about the
incredible program of Youth in Government. We are all able to
leave political affiliation behind and work collaboratively as
a collective youth of our great state.

Emma Macaluso
Elk Rapids High School

While the media displays fierce political divide, based on
my experiences with this program, I am confident that my generation has the ability to
overcome the unwavering "us against them" mentality and create a better future for our
State and Country. I am so proud to have been elected to represent such a diverse State
that brings ideas and solutions from so many different demographics. My hope for the future
of the conference and the future of our generation is that we can continue to debate civilly
and increase our political engagement beyond the time spent in Lansing.
Being elected as Late Youth Governor 2021 is an unbelievable honor. I have been given so
many incredible leadership experiences from Youth and Government and I am excited for the
opportunity to give back into the program that has given me so much. Returning with the
excitement and willingness to work hard and create solutions. But I am also excited to bring
to the program a patient, inclusive, and positive environment that will welcome back each
delegate to another impactful session of collaborations and meaningful relationships.
I am honored and proud to be representing my high school, community, Youth and
Government program, state, and generation in what will be an effective and exciting year. I
am enthusiastic about working with the early conference Governor, the Michigan Youth and
Government Staff and Alumni, and the YMCA community. Thank you all for pathing the way
for such an amazing opportunity,
Emma Macaluso
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2022 NIF Presiding Officers
What makes you qualified for NIF Presiding Officer:
I've done NIF for 3 years and held many different leadership
positions in my lifetime. As the captain of my high school tennis
team, I have learned how to lead and show people how to act. I
also have led my boy scout troop during the years of covid and
understand the stress that this event may bring on the
members of NIF.

Joshua Racine
Gladstone High School

Why are you interested in being NIF Presiding Officer: During my time at the fall
conference, our area did not have anyone running for the position of NIF PO. I was asked by
the youth governor and the alumni if I would be willing to take up the position of PO. I have
a love for debate and knew that we needed someone. I decided that this opportunity does
not come every day, and not everyone can say that they have been the leading officer of
NIF. I jumped on the opportunity to hold this high leadership position and have been excited
to run the General Assembly and help all the new delegates get a feel for this program.

What makes you qualified for NIF Presiding Officer: I am
class president of my grade and I've show leadership skills at
school, for the past four years. I was also a committee chair
member for National Issues Forum this previous year, and I was a
Family Group Leader which I thoroughly enjoyed.

Bridgette Meyers
Coldwater High School

Why are you interested in being NIF Presiding Officer: I
would like to run for this position because this is my 7th year in
YIG, and my 4th in NIF. I was a committee chair last year for NIF,
and as this is my last year to participate in YIG. I want to be more
involved in leadership roles.
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2022 Lieutenant Governors
What makes you qualified for Lt. Governor: I have done
many extracurricular activities that qualify me to run for
Lieutenant Governor. I have been part of my middle and high
school Student Council for six years and led my school in
activities and service. I am also part of my high school National
Honor Society and served as president of the National Junior
Honor Society in middle school. In addition, I am part of my
school speech and debate team, and I competed nationally in
Public Forum. In Model United Nations, which is similar to MYIG,
I have achieved the Superior Delegate Award, which is only
given to one student per council. Outside of school, I am also a
Boy Scout and earned the Eagle Scout rank, the highest rank in
Scouting, which only 8% of Scouts are able to achieve before
the age of eighteen. All of these activities demonstrate my
determination, loyalty, and ability to communicate effectively.

Michael Kenny
Notre Dame Preparatory

Why are you interested in being Lt. Governor: I want to run to be your Lieutenant
Governor because I know I can bring my talents and skills to the MYIG community. I want
to make this year the best it can be for all participating in the organization. I will do this by
staying determined and focused on the tasks at hand and keeping the session on track. I will
listen to each and every one of the participants in our legislature. My biggest goal is that our
MYIG legislature will be able to communicate with each other effectively and intelligently. I
want to see that everyone has a say in the passing and discussion of bills and that we hear
everybody out for what they have to say. I hope that we can make this MYIG year one to
remember!

What makes you qualified for Lt. Governor: I Have done
past public speaking events and have pulled speaking training.
I Have also had leadership role in my previous clubs.
Why are you interested in being Lt. Governor: I like public
speaking and I think this will be a role that benefits me.

Erioluwa Zannu
Renaissance High School
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2022 Speakers of the House
What makes you qualified for Lt. Governor: Though I am a new
student at my school, Novi high school, I'm already an avid member
of model UN and politics club, both of which help me broaden my
knowledge of the political process, both on a national and
international level. When this opportunity was given to me i just
couldn't say no. Learning more about how politics works firsthand will
be something I really look forward in doing.
Why are you interested in being Lt. Governor: US government
and Civics are both classes that I genuinely enjoy and look forward to
learning more about every day at school. Being Speaker of the house
allows for me to expand my further knowledge of the US government
and allows me to be able to experience it firsthand, which to me is
pretty exciting if I do say so myself. The speaker is seen to be ONE, if
not THE most prominent, important, and influential members of the
Stella Camerlengo
house. This leading role allows for me to practice my leadership skills,
Novi High School
along with other qualities, such as negotiation, critical thinking, and
organization. Along with that, I personally enjoy public speaking, and I know this will be an
opportunity that will help me in further developing my skills. I am completely willing to speak in front
of large groups of people, and it isn't necessarily something I really get nervous about. To me, being
speaker of the house allows me to challenge myself in the sense that many qualities are all put to the
test simultaneously. This also puts responsibility into play. Being responsible is an asset I try to work
VERY hard on. I strongly believe that responsibility is one of the most important aspects of this
position, and I won't let that slip through my mind. Personally, I think that in having this position, I
will also be able to learn and grow as a person. It'll help me in future leadership roles, whether that be
in my high school, future college, or even at my future job. Opportunities like these are very important
to me, they help me improve all of the skills i have so far mentioned, along with many others.

What makes you qualified for Lt. Governor: Within Senate at my
school, I am the current Marketing Manager which is now my second
year holding that position. In middle school, I was my class
representative, student body president, and I was a member of our
Junior National Honor Society at Foreign Language Immersion Studies
School under Mrs. Cameron. I also am in a Horizons Upward Bound
Program at Cranbrook Schools.
Why are you interested in being Lt. Governor: I would like to run
for this position to gain experience in the Michigan Youth In Government
program.

Sameerah Clark
Renaissance High School
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Candidates for 2023 Youth Governor
What makes you qualified for Youth Governor: During my first
MYIG conference, I was unable to muster enough courage to
debate in session. During my freshman year, I stayed as quiet as
possible. This is an experience that many of us relate to - after all,
those first conference days are extremely daunting. Over the past
few years, however, I have learned to use my voice. As the 2021
Blue Speaker of the House, I learned how to command a legislative
session in a fair, efficient manner. I have also had the privilege of
garnering real-world lobbying experience through Representative
Rabhi’s office, in which my team and I are advocating (and are in
the process of drafting) a bill which alters Michigan’s civics
curriculum. As the captain of Novi High School’s debate and mock
trial teams, I have come to understand that leadership is not about a
leader: it is about the team. As I run for Youth Governor, the team
will always come first.

Krisha Ramani
Novi High School

Why are you interested in being Youth Governor: Youth in Government has always been
a community. Over the last three years, the debates, icebreakers, and conversations I have
had through MYIG are the ones I cherish the most. As we move to in-person conferences, my
priorities center around rebuilding the heart of our conference: the relationships we make at
Lansing. Additionally, I will make it a priority to strengthen our connection with the Michigan
legislature, whether that means bringing legislators into student-led policy meetings or
simply scheduling legislative breakfasts which every delegate will have the opportunity of
attending. That said, my number one goal is ensuring that each of us feel empowered and
confident during our spring conference.
What makes you qualified for Youth Governor: I've always
been engaged in Youth in Government- I've gotten the pleasure of
serving in leadership positions for the majority of my YIG career. In
2018, I was elected as a Speaker of the House for middle school
YIG. In 2019, I was appointed as a committee chair, and in 2020, I
was elected again as a Speaker of the House. In addition to YIG,
I'm also a director at Done Waiting, a national organization
advocating for positive social change. I've also participated in
numerous extracurriculars, such as Mock Trial (state champions
woohoo!), Business Professionals of America, Model UN, and the
National Honors Society.
Why are you interested in being Youth Governor: During my
five years at Youth in Government, I've grown to love the program
and the community which made this all possible. I've met many new
people and many a lot of friends. Youth in Government has easily become one of my favorite
extracurriculars. I chose to run for the 2023 Youth Governor position because I want to
contribute more to this wonderful program and bring what I have to the table. If elected, I
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hope to help Youth in Government grow.

Jingrui Yang
Ann Arbor YMCA

Summer Programs 2022
Conference on National Affairs (CONA):
Overview: In late June, 25 delegates are selected to represent Michigan at the Conference
on National Affairs. The entire trip consists of a 4-day pre-trip to Washington DC and the
conference at Blue Ridge Assembly in Black Mountain, North Carolina. Prior to the arrival to
Blue Ridge each delegate will write a proposal on a national or international issue. Once
arriving at the conference delegates will deliver their proposal in front of peers from across
the United States. The 2022 Conference on National Affairs will take place from June 28th to
July 8th, 2022.
Cost: $1,250 (Grant funding provided to help with costs)
How to Apply: www.myig.org/conaapplication
Delegation will be announced at the final General Assembly.

National Judicial Competition:
Overview: The 2022 National Judicial Competition will take place Monday, August 1st to
Thursday, August 4th, 2022. The Michigan Delegation will depart for Minneapolis on Sunday,
July 31st. The National Judicial Competition brings together Youth in Government participants
from around the country to face off in mock trial and appellate court competitions. Teams
of five to eight participants compete as attorneys and witnesses for both sides of a trial court
case against teams from across the country in this National Competition. Michigan will take
up to 4 mock trial teams to NJC. The cost covers all dinners, travel, and hotel
accommodations in Minneapolis.
Cost: $800 (Grant funding provided to help with costs)
How to Apply: www.myig.org/njcapplication

Delegation Leaders Retreat
The Delegation Leadership Retreat will train your delegation leaders for the upcoming
program year. During this weekend retreat in the early fall, students will learn how to be
effective mentors and form bonds with other delegates from across Michigan. Due to a
limited space, we only ask that 2 students apply from each delegation. Date and location are
TBD.
Cost: $250 (Grant funding provides the event at $25 per delegation)
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NEW BILLS WRITTEN DURING THE CONFERENCE
NEW BILLS MAY BE WRITTEN DURING THE CONFERENCE IF THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURE IS
FOLLOWED:
◊ All bills must be typed.
◊ All bills must be approved by an advisor.
◊ The Nerve Center will review the bill, number it and assign it to a committee as we.
◊ The bill will be entered into the online bill tracker.
◊ Conference bills are tracked on the “Conference Bill” section of the online bill tracker.
INFORMATION FOR CLERKS
ATTENDANCE:
◊ Take attendance at each session and list all absences on the Attendance Report. Make
sure that both you and an advisor sign the attendance form.
◊ Include the school or YMCA name next to each student’s name on the attendance
form.
◊ Turn attendance reports into the floating advisors to take to the Nerve Center ASAP.
RECORD KEEPING FOR BILLS:
◊ Record any action on the bills in your committee or session in the online bill tracker.
◊ When a bill is passed by your committee, House, or Senate:
1. Make sure all amendments are recorded in the online bill tracker.
2. Make sure you have selected “Passed.”
◊ Please ask for assistance from staff if you need any help with operating the online bill
tracker.
NOTE: The Capitol Nerve Center is located outside the Senate floor of the Capitol Building
and in the Lobby of the Binsfeld Building. The Hotel Nerve Center is located in Willy Room
and the Bill Tracking Table will be in the Central Lobby of the hotel.
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Parliamentary Procedure at a Glance
The Michigan Legislature and Michigan Youth in Government use Mason’s Rules of Order

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

TIPS FOR RUNNING A MEETING
Know how to find a ruling quickly. You don’t need to memorize all the rules!
Rule with confidence, you can refer back afterwards for corrections. But a ruling cannot be challenged
or questioned until it is made. So, make your ruling and then allow the body to ask questions.
Don’t be afraid to correct errors.
Remember the BASICS. If in doubt, get a second, don’t interrupt, and go with the majority rule.
PRINCIPLES OF DEBATE
The proposer of the motion or bill should speak first or be given the first opportunity.
Debate should alternate back and forth between pro and con.
No person should speak twice on the same question as long as there are members who have NOT
spoken AND who desire the opportunity to do so.
Debate should be confined to the merits of the pending question. Leave personalities and personal
remarks out of the debate! Direct comments to issues and ideas, not at an individual.
HOW TO USE PREVIOUS QUESTION
Say, “I move the previous question.”
Means to end debate immediately and vote on the impending motion
Is not debatable or amendable
Requires a 2/3 vote under majority under Mason’s
If passed, you must vote on the pending question immediately.
HOW TO USE POINT OF ORDER
May interrupt speaker by saying, “Point of order.”
Does NOT require a second
Is not debatable
Purpose is to correct a breach of rules
Example: Someone begins to debate whether the previous question should be called. Say, “Point of
order.” You may have to repeat until you gain the attention of the chair. State, “The previous
question is not debatable.” You have now explained why the action is out of order.
MOST MOTIONS
Require a second
Cannot interrupt a speaker (Exceptions: point of order, point of information, point of privilege)
Require a majority vote. Almost all motions under Mason’s require a simple majority.
However, under Robert’s Rules of Order, motions which place limitations on debate (previous
question, close nominations, extend debate, and limit debate) and motions which change standard
procedures (suspend rules, amend constitutions or by‑laws, rescind, and reconsider) require a
2/3’s majority.
AMENDMENTS
Must be decided before you can vote on the main motion (precedence)
Must be germane (relevant or appropriate to the bill)
Are debatable, but debate must pertain to the amendment, not the main motion
Requires a majority vote even if the main motion requires a 2/3 vote.
Amendments may be amended once.
AMENDMENTS CONT.
May be made informally by the proposer of the motion IF there are no objections.
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•

Proper amendment wording:
o To insert or add
o To strike out
o To strike out and insert
o To substitute

BILL - A legislative proposal that pertains to state issues that has striven to be passed by both the
House and Senate and has been signed into law by the Youth Governor.
JOINT RESOLUTION - Much like a bill, Joint resolutions may be used for proposing amendments to the
MYIG Constitution; such resolutions must be approved by two-thirds of both Chambers. A resolution
does not need to be signed by the Youth Governor.
CLASSIFICATION OF MOTIONS
1. MAIN MOTION
a. Brings business before the assembly
b. Is in order only when no other business is pending
c. Has the lowest precedence
2. SUBSIDIARY MOTION
a. Assist the assembly in the treating and disposing of main motions
b. Examples
i. Postpone indefinitely
ii. Amend
iii. Reference: Postpone to a certain time
iv. Limit or extend debate
v. Previous question
vi. Lay on the table
3. PRIVILEGED MOTION
a. Has to do with special matters of immediate and overriding importance, which should be
allowed to interrupt the consideration of anything else
b. Examples
i. Fix the time to which to adjourn
ii. Adjourn
iii. Recess
iv. Raise a question of privilege
v. Call for orders of the day
4. INCIDENTAL MOTION
a. Deals with questions of procedures arising out of other pending motions or items of
business
b. Examples
i. Point of order
ii. Appeal
iii. Suspend the rules
iv. Division of the assembly
v. Point of information
vi. Point of privilege
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A glance at Mason’s Rules for Parliamentary Procedure
*

To do this

You say

Interrupt
speaker

Is the
motion
Debatable

Is the motion
amendable

Vote
Required?

D

Complain about the
noise. Etc.

“Point of Privilege”

Yes

No

No

No

D

Amend a motion

“I move to amend
the motion”

Yes

Yes

Yes

Majority

D

Object to a
procedure or
personal affront

“Point of order”

Yes

No

No

No

D

Request
Information

“Point of
information”

Yes (If
urgent)

No

No

No

D

Ask for vote by
actual count

“I call for division”
or “division”

No

No

No

No

D

Object to
considering some
matter

“I object to
consideration of
this…”

Yes

No

No

Majority

D

Vote by ruling by
the chair

“I appeal the
chair’s decision”

Yes

Yes

No

Majority

E

Adjourn the
meeting

“I move that we
adjourn”

No

No

No

Majority

E

Recess the meeting

I move that we
recess until”

No

No

Yes

Majority

E

Suspend
Consideration of
Etc.

“I move we table
it”

No

No

No

Majority

E

End Debate

“I move the
previous question”

No

No

Yes

Majority

E

Postpone
consideration

“I move we
postpone this
matter”

No

Yes

Yes

Majority

E

Have something
studied further

“I move we refer
the matter to
committee”

No

Yes

Yes

Majority

S

Take up previously
tabled matter

“I move we take
from the table…”

No

No

No

No

S

Reconsider
something already
disposed of

“I move we now
reconsider our
action”

No

Yes (If
original)

No

Majority

S

Consider
something out of
scheduled order

“I move to suspend
the rules and
consider”

No

No

No

Majority

To override a
governor’s veto

“Bill #____ is being
opened for a review
for a possible
override of the
Gov. veto.

No

Yes

No

2/3 vote

S
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Top 3 Mistakes in YIG Parliamentary Rules Procedures
1. When you recess: Bills need not be tabled when you recess. Simply begin the next
meeting where you left off.
2. Readings of bills: When Clerk reads messages for Committees/House/Senate, don’t just
read the numbers of the bills that passed committee, but also read the title.
3. Amending an amendment: THERE ARE TWO WAYS TO DO THIS:
a. “Friendly amendment” - If you wish to change the wording of someone else’s
amendment, you may propose a friendly amendment. The chair must then ask if the author
of the amendment accepts the new wording. If the author accepts, then the amendment is
automatically added, and the changes are made WITHOUT A VOTE.
b. Making a motion to amend the amendment - Use this if you want to change the
wording of a proposed amendment, but you think the amendment’s author might not accept
your friendly amendment. If you move to amend the amendment to include your wording,
someone must second your motion, and then all debate moves to your suggestion. In order
for your amendment to the amendment to pass, it MUST BE VOTED ON by everyone else in
either the committee or the chamber. Previous question takes you back to the amendment as
a whole.

FAQ: Frequently Asked Questions about Parliamentary Procedure
1. Can a committee/House/Senate recess with open business?
YES. The chair and clerk will note open business and will open that business at the next
meeting. No motion required.
2. Can the Houses suspend the rules to consider a new bill that has not gone
through a committee?
YES. Rules governing established procedures and parliamentary procedures may be
suspended. The body is empowered to carry out the order of business for which the rules
were suspended, thus they can pass such a bill while rules are suspended. After final
disposition of the bill, the rules are automatically reinstated.
3. Can the chair deny Division?
YES. If it is CLEAR that the motion of division was frivolous.
4. Must all business (bills) be addressed before defeated bills are reconsidered?
NO. Bills/motions may be reconsidered at any time, BUT....
a. The motion to reconsider must be made by someone who voted to fail the original
motion.
b. The bill/motions will not be amendable or debatable (however at YIG, to save time, we
allow reconsidered bills to be amended instead of having you introduce new bills with your
changes.)
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5. Is there discussion on opening a bill?
NO. Discussion and debate on the bill occurs after the bill is open. The legislative rules of the
Michigan House and Senate mandates that bills be opened in the order they are reported to
the House or Senate, with exceptions made for bills from appropriations.
6. Can the title or any other portion of a Bill be changed, even if it changes the
intent?
YES/NO. You may change the title, but not its intent. But the purpose of YIG is to
encourage discussion and create student ideas. The chair will settle all disputes regarding
changes of intent.
7. Can a motion be amended without a vote of the body?
YES. A Friendly Amendment can be made if the author accepts and no other member of the
body objects.
8. Can the chair make changes to the bill during session or committee?
YES.
a. The chair can make grammatical changes even if the rules are not suspended as long as
nobody objects (i.e., correcting misspelled words, changing punctuation). State, for example,
“With no objection the chair will correct the spelling mistake in Section 2.”
9. Can a motion to suspend the rules to move all bills from first reading (reports of
standing committees) to third reading that applies to all sessions be made only
once?
YES. The correct wording would be, “I move to suspend the rules to allow bills to move
automatically from first reading to third reading for the entire conference.” This motion
requires a second and a majority vote. A similar motion may be made for business conducted
by the Senate. Make sure you include “for the entire conference” in the original motion.
10. Can you move the previous question before anyone debates the bill?
NO. You can’t end debate before you start it. If no one has anything to say, the chair can
simply move to an immediate vote without any discussion. Remember... a speaker cannot
move the previous question after they offered debate or discussion on the issue. It must be
the first thing the speaker says.
11. Can a delegate reserve the right to make a motion after speaking?
YES, except for moving Previous Question.
12. Can the Youth Governor be impeached?
NO.
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ORDER OF BUSINESS FOR COMMITTEE CHAIRS
Call to Order
Chair: The ________session of the ___________Committee will come to order. (Rap gavel.)
Roll Call
Chair: (To the clerk) Is there a quorum present? (Clerk calls the roll and replies, a quorum is (or is
not) present. Clerk puts names on absentee form.
Communications
Chair: Are there any communications to be read? (From YIG or other committees or Lt. Governor or
Speaker of the House)
Is there any old business? (This would include tabled business from the prior meeting)
Is there any new business?
Chair: The first bill on the docket is Bill # _______. Will the clerk read the title of the bill? (Clerk
reads bill title and any amendments) Without objection, I move to consider the bill read. Are
there any objection? (If there is objection, allow the clerk to read the bill in its entirety)
Chair: The chair now recognizes the bill author or co-author for an opening statement of up to 3
minutes. (Bill Author Opening Statement)
Chair: Is there anyone present to testify as the expert witness? (Lobbyist, Gov. Cab member or
Witness has 3 minutes each to speak)
Chair: The floor is now open for discussion.
Members could do any of the following (and other things also, but these are some of the main
actions taken). The two main tasks of a committee are Debate/Discussion and
Amendments/Passage or Rejection of bills in committee:
Discussion for or against.
Member: “I move to amend section _______________ to read ________________”
Chair: Is there a second?
Member: Second
Chair: Is there any discussion on the amendment?
Chair: All those in favor of amending section _____________ to read
____________________ please signify by saying “Aye.” Opposed? (“Nay”). In
the opinion of the chair the Ayes/Nays have it. The amendment passes/fails.
Member: “I propose a friendly amendment.”
This requires Chair to ask if there are any objections.
Member: “I move to previous question.” (DON’T use this until bill has been thoroughly
discussed.)
Chair: All those in favor of moving to previous question, please signify by saying
“Aye.” Opposed? (“Nay”) In the opinion of the chair the Ayes/Nays have it.
(Go to a vote on previous motion if Ayes have a majority.)
Chair: If there’s no further business the Chair will entertain a motion to recess/adjourn.
*Look at Parliamentary Procedures handout to see other options, such as “Point of Information,” etc.
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ORDER OF BUSINESS IN THE HOUSE AND SENATE
1) CALL TO ORDER: The ____ session of the House/Senate of the 20__ Youth Legislature will come to
order. (Rap gavel.)
2) ROLL CALL: (To the clerk) Is there a quorum present? Clerk calls the roll or a caucus. Once roll has
been taken they reply that a quorum is (or is not) present. Clerks put names on absentee form.
3) INSPIRATIONAL LEADER: Please rise for our invocation, which will be given by our Inspirational
Leader _________ (name).
4) MESSAGES FROM THE GOVERNOR: Are there any messages from the Governor? Clerk replies.
5) OTHER COMMUNICATIONS: Are there any other communications to be read?
6) FIRST READING:
i)

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE/SENATE:

ii) Are there any messages from the House/Senate? (Any bills from the House/Senate are given
first reading at this time). Clerk reads the bills by title and number. Speaker/Lt. Gov. announces
bills that shall be moved from first reading to second reading.
iii) REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES:
iv) Are there any reports from standing committees? Clerk replies yes or no. Speaker/Lt. Gov. asks
clerk to read bills passed by committee by title and number. Speaker/Lt. Gov. announces that
all bills shall be moved from first reading to second reading.
v) REPORTS OF SELECT COMMITTEES:
vi) Are there any reports of select committees? Clerk replies.
7) MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS: Are there any motions or resolutions? Clerk replies.
8) SECOND READING OF BILLS: Under the order of second reading, bills shall be read. Committee
recommendations and amendments shall be considered first. Unlimited discussion and other
amendments may be made. On a motion, a bill may be advanced to the order of third reading by a
majority of the members voting. Such motion shall take precedence following the motion to amend.
9) THIRD READING OF BILLS: The next order of business is the third reading of bills. (Clerk reads the
title of the bill). If there are no objections, the bill will be considered read. A vote is taken.
10)

NOTICES: Are there any announcements?

11)

RECESS OR ADJOURNMENT: The chair will entertain a motion to recess until (next session time).

Vote, motion carried, meeting recessed. (Rap gavel.)
NOTES:
• House/Senate bills that are passed with amendments are sent back to the originating house for
approval. If there are no amendments, the bill is sent to the Governor. Committee bills that are
passed are sent to the House or Senate.
• If remaining time for other sessions is running short, have someone move the dispensing of the rules
of the House/Senate and consider remaining bills up for immediate vote on third reading of the bill.
Two-thirds vote required
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Lansing Center
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Radisson Hotel
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Downtown Map
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Downtown Restaurant List
This is not inclusive but is a general list of the possible restaurants students should
consider for meals downtown. Some of these restaurants are not open for dinner, those
that are open for Friday’s dinner are in bold.
Quick Bites
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

AnQi Sushi Express
o 111 E. Allegan St.
o 517-485-9688
o Closed Saturday
Domino’s
o 234 S. Washington Sq.
o 517-372-3030
Firehouse Subs
o 200 S. Washington Sq.
o 517-316-0483
Jalapenos Mexican Restaurant
o 307 S. Washington Sq.
o 517-482-2326
o Closed Saturday
Jimmy John’s
o 134 S. Washington Sq.
o 517-485-3300
La Cocina Cubana
o 123 S. Washington Sq.
o 517-708-8144
New Daily Bagel
o 309 S. Washington Sq.
o 517-487-8201
o Closed Saturday
New Empire Szechuan
o 115 S. Washington Sq.
o 517-702-1338
o Closed Saturday
Sahara Delight
o 119 S. Washington Sq.
o 517-763-2560
o Closed Saturday

•

•

•

Social Sloth Cafe
o 301 S. Washington Sq.
o 517-253-0240
Sultan’s Express
o 305 S. Washington Sq.
o 517-484-2850
o Closed Saturday
Thai Village Restaurant (To-Go
Only)
o 400 S. Washington Sq.
o 517-371-1000
Zoup
o 214 S. Washington Sq.
o 517-367-7400

Sit Down Restaurants
•

•

•

•

•
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Kelly’s Downtown
o 220 S. Washington Sq.
o 517-708-2007
Kewpee Sandwich Shoppe
o 118 S. Washington Sq.
o 517-482-8049
o Closes at 6pm, Closed Sat.
Midtown Brewing
o 402 S. Washington Sq.
o 517-977-1349
Nuthouse Sports Grill
o 420 E. Michigan Ave
o 517-484-6887
Sidecar Sliders
o 500 E. Michigan Ave
o 517-580-8776

H 428
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Student Guidelines for Conduct in the Capitol
1. Before every session students will gather outside the Chamber for reminders about
conduct during Session from the Sargent at Arms.
2. At the end of each Session in the Chamber students should stay in seats until desk
checks are complete by an advisor.
3. These items are not permitted in the Chamber or any Committee Rooms
a. Food or Drink
b. Backpacks or large bags.
c. Horseplay or roughhousing
d. Sleeping or napping
e. Conduct that violates any of the YMCA core values
4. Proper use of chairs, desks and tables (in Chamber and ALL committee rooms)
a. No leaning, spinning or sliding chairs especially while seated in them
b. No moving of any furniture in any Capitol rooms
c. No jumping, spinning or other rough activity on any other furniture
d. Do not put anything other than your bill book on tables or desks, store all
other items on the floor next to your seat
e. Be careful not to slide or move items across tables and desks that may scratch
or mark the surface
f. Ensure jewelry, writing implements, and other items do not come in direct
contact with the wooden surfaces of desks or tables
5. Awareness of surroundings and the historic value of the equipment.
a. Do not run hands over any painted surfaces for any reason
b. Do not touch any paintings, artwork, detail work on the walls or other surfaces
c. Take care in hallways and stairways to be aware of your surroundings and
your noise level, there are people working in the building during our
conferences be respectful of their space
6. Advisor Supervision
a. Adults will be observing and reviewing the desks if you see damage or have a
question find the advisor assigned to your area
b. Students with banned items, inappropriate conduct or any behavior that poses
any risk to the fidelity of the room will be removed immediately
c. Desk check before and after sessions will be done by advisors and coordinated
by Legislative Specialists
7. Violation of any protocols constitutes immediate removal from the Chamber.
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Rules and Regulations for use of the House of Representatives
1) Facilities of the Michigan House of Representatives designated as acceptable for use by outside
groups by the Speaker of the House or the Speaker’s designee may be used for the purpose of
educational use that simulates the legislative process or hearings on legislation or issues being
considered by the House of Representatives. Under no circumstances shall House of
Representatives’ facilities be used for social or commercial purposes, as defined by the Speaker or
the Speaker’s designee.
2) Facilities of the House of Representatives which are deemed to be acceptable for use by outside
groups will be available only at such times as they are not needed for use by the House of
Representatives, or during the day or the evening of a day when Session will not be held, unless
Session for the day has been adjourned. In the event that the facilities are scheduled to be used by
an outside group, organization or persons and circumstances arise whereby the House requires the
facilities for its use, the event will have to be canceled or postponed to a later date.
3) Under no circumstance shall the drawers in the desks on the House Floor or in any other area
authorized for use by outside organizations, groups or persons be opened. No one shall deface,
write on or handle any materials located on or around desks and equipment in any House area.
4) Telephones, voting equipment, paperwork or other material/ supplies located on the desks in the
House Chambers, Cloak Room, Document Room, Committee Rooms area or any other areas
designated for use under the terms of a contract entered into between the House of
Representatives and the using group, organization or persons, shall not be used or handled for any
purpose whatsoever.
5) No computer equipment, printers, typewriters, copy machines, equipment or supplies may be
handled or used without prior written permission of the Speaker or the Speaker’s designee.
6) Sound equipment, including microphones and tape recorders, may not be used or handled without
prior written permission of the Speaker or the Speaker’s designee. Sound equipment, including
microphones and tape recorders, if approved for usage, must be operated by technician(s)
employed by the House.
7) Persons, organizations or groups who have entered into a contract for use of the House of
Representatives’ facilities are allowed only in those areas specified in the contract.
8) No food or beverages are allowed in any House area. Food purchased from vending machines
located in the Capitol Building must be consumed at the immediate location of the vending
machines and may not be transported to any other areas.
9) No alcohol or illegal drugs are allowed in any House area or on the grounds of any state building.
10) Smoking is not permitted in any state building.
11) Except in the case of an emergency and except at the direction of House Personnel or State of
Michigan Capitol Security personnel, no one shall use fire escapes for any reason whatsoever.
12) Except in the case of an emergency, anyone tampering with fire or emergency alarms will be
subject to prosecution.
13) All items used by persons while participating in an event authorized by a contract with the House of
Representatives that are the property of the group using the facilities must be removed prior to the
termination date of the contract.
14) No signs, advertisements, brochures or posters shall be affixed to any walls, doors, elevators or
other areas of the Capitol Building without the prior written approval of the Speaker or the
Speaker’s designee. No exceptions will be made for any restored area of the House.
15) No persons are allowed entrance to or access to any Representatives’, administrators’, staff or
restored office areas for any purpose whatsoever, unless access has been agreed to in the contract
entered into for use of House facilities.
16) Under no circumstances should the drapes, curtains, blinds or other window coverings be opened,
closed or adjusted in any fashion.
17) Participants in events covered by the terms of the contract entered into by the House of
Representatives and an outside organization, group or persons are bound by the terms of the
contract. These rules and regulations are considered to be part of that contract.
NOTE: House administrative and security personnel and Capitol Security personnel may make
determinations of misconduct arising during or out of the use of House facilities and will be required,
at the direction of the Speaker, to take the steps necessary to correct the misconduct.

Michigan House of Representative
Seating Chart
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Rules and Regulations for use of the
Michigan Senate
The Michigan State Capitol Building, built during the 1870’s, is a monument of great historical
significance. It is important not only for Michigan but for American history and culture. It was
placed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1971.
Starting with Senate restoration projects in the late 1980’s, a great deal of money and effort has
been put into a meticulous program to restore the Capitol Building. Countless artisans and experts
have bestowed their best craftsmanship on the restoration of the building and its historic furnishings.
The custodial care of such a significant building is the responsibility of everyone, especially those
who work and conduct official business in the Capitol Building.
The following rules are a first step in establishing long-range, permanent procedures and practices
aimed at preserving the Capitol Building for the next 100 years and beyond. The cooperation of
everyone is greatly appreciated.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Smoking will not be allowed in Senate restored areas, except as provided in the Senate Rules.
Only Senators will be allowed food or drink in Senate restored areas.
No furniture or other objects may be leaned against the walls in any restored area.
Posting of signs, announcements and other documents on walls, doors, windows or other
permanent surfaces is prohibited. No paintings, plaques or other fixtures shall be hung on the
walls in Senate restored areas except with the approval of the Senate Majority Leader.
Display board space may be requested through the Secretary of the Senate.
5) Articles of clothing and other personal items must be kept in designated areas.
6) Sitting on windowsills, railings or other furnishings not designed for sitting is prohibited.
7) The Senate Chamber is not available for use by groups outside of the Senate, except for the
annual meetings of the YMCA Youth in Government Program, the Michigan Interscholastic
Forensic Association and Boys State. Use of other Senate restored areas will be governed by
the Secretary of the Senate (Senate Policy No. 89.11).
8) Outside groups using the Senate Chamber are prohibited from having food or beverages in the
Senate Chamber.
9) Only furnishing approved by Senate Leadership will be allowed.
10) Damage to Senate restored areas or furnishings shall be reported to the Secretary of the
Senate as soon as possible.
11) All new pages and other employees who use carts shall be oriented upon their arrival to be
informed about the great care that is needed in all restored areas of the Capitol Building.
12) Nothing can be adhered to furniture. The Senate Sergeants have instructions to remove any
items that are attached to furniture.

Secretary of the Senate: January 26, 1990
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YMCA MYIG STUDENT CODE OF CONDUCT
The purpose of this Code of Conduct is to provide a safe and productive setting that is consistent with the
purpose and objectives of YMCA MYIG. Advisor, student, and parent/guardian signatures are required, and
indicate acceptance and adherence to the code of conduct. Failure to comply with the code will result in one
or more of the following actions by the MYIG staff or advisor: Loss of position or privileges, call
parent/guardian and send home, call security, call police, notify school officials.
1. Participants are supported by their school or YMCA delegation advisor. As the youth worker with the
knowledge and closest relationship to the participant, the delegation advisor is the individual the MYIG staff
will contact first regarding the participants behavior, safety, health and well-being.
2. Participants are expected to behave in a friendly, respectful manner towards all fellow participants,
including hotel and Capitol staff. Participants will maintain a productive and positive demeanor while
participating in the program.
3. Harassment or intimidation by words, gestures, body language or any other menacing behavior will not be
tolerated at any YMCA MYIG function, activity, meeting or training session.
4. Participants are encouraged to be responsible for their personal comfort and safety and to ask any person
whose behavior threatens their comfort, to refrain. If a participant feels uncomfortable in confronting the
person directly, they should report the behavior to any advisor or the conference leadership.
5. Sexual activity, sexual conduct or sexual harassment is not appropriate and will not be tolerated during any
event.
6. Social media shall only be used in a positive and encouraging manner. Any participant involved in any way
dealing with negative activity toward the YIG program or any participant in the YIG program will be held
responsible for the violation and will be disciplined accordingly, up to and including legal action.
7. The use, possession or concealment of weapons, tobacco products, alcoholic beverages, illegal drugs,
incense, or candles is forbidden at any MYIG function, activity, meeting or training session.
8. Participants are allowed in each other's lodging rooms during open hours with the door propped wide open.
No participants are allowed in each other's lodging rooms after in-room curfews.
9. Participants shall observe quiet hours as posted. Participants shall be in and remain in their assigned hotel
room by the curfew listed in the official program schedule. Curfew will remain in effect until 6:00 AM the
following morning.
10. Nametags shall be worn at all times when you're outside assigned hotel room. Nametags shall be worn
visibly on the front of the upper torso.
11. Each participant shall attend all scheduled program functions, activities, meetings and training sessions.
12. Participants, advisors and staff will dress according to the provided dress code during scheduled program
activities and official functions.
13. Use of electronic devices such as cell phones, computers, tablets, etc. will be permitted only for YIG
business during working hours. Cell phones must be turned to silent or vibrate during program activities.
14. Chewing gum, candy, food and beverages are not permitted in the Capitol Building or courtrooms.
15. Participants shall not remove or tamper with any materials or furnishings of the Capitol building or other
conference facilities. Each participant is legally and financially responsible for any defacing or willful
damage to public or private property. This includes the property of fellow participants, advisors and staff,
organizations, businesses, hotel and conference facilities, and the State of Michigan.
16. No participant shall leave a program function unless the approval of his or her advisor AND the Youth in
Government office is secured. The participant must be picked up and returned by a parent or legal
guardian. Participants may not use or be transported in private vehicles during any program function
without approval of a parent or legal guardian and adult advisor and the State Youth in Government office.
17. Hotel room switches will not be permitted without the approval of the delegation advisor and the Youth in
Government office.
18. Guests and official observers to the program are restricted to lobbies and visitors’ galleries and are not
permitted in the student hotel rooms at any time unless approved by the YMCA MYIG Office. All guests
must sign in and wear a guest badge.
19. The hotel pool may be used only during specified posted times
20. The YMCA MYIG does not provide transportation to or from conferences and assumes no obligation or
liability for any such transportation.
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